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of Circulating Pathology and were accordance with the Helsinki 
Declaration.

Patients and study design
Ten patients (7 men and 3 women between 55 and 66 years) 

with CIHD and no-option for revascularization consecutive patients 
with chronic myocardial infarction and end-stage chronic heart 
failure under optimized pharmacological therapy (β-blockers, ACE 
inhibitors/ATR-blockers, diuretics) were treated with subcutaneous 
injections of 300 μg per day G-CSF (Grasalva) for 5 days subsequently 
days. Inclusion criteria comprised: a history of myocardial infarction 
>12 months before the enrollment and a fixed perfusion defect 
on Tc-99m tetrofosmin SPECT; the class of clinical symptoms of 
heart failure; non revascularisable patient who is symptomatic on 
optimal medical therapy left ventricular ejection fraction <35% as 
determined by two-dimensional echocardiography were recruited 
from Novosibirsk Research Institute of Circulation Pathology of EN 
Meshalkin MH RF. The following exclusion criteria were applied: 
eligibility for per cutaneous coronary intervention, coronary artery 
bypass grafting, previous valve surgery, surgical remodeling of the 
left ventricle or cardiac resynchronization therapy; hemorrhagic 
symptoms, severe renal and liver dysfunction, and the history of 
malignancy.

Isolation, cultivation, and characterization of 
endothelial cells

On day 0 and day 5 of the therapy, mononuclear cells (MNC) were 

Introduction
At present, cellular transplantation of autologous progenitor cells 

is perspective way of therapy of degenerative processes including 
of patients with chronic ischemia heart disease (CIHD) [1,2]. Bone 
marrow progenitor cells are able to migrate in ischemia zone, to 
stimulate resident progenitor cells to proliferation, differentiation 
and migration in a damage zone, and reduce an ischemia zone 
through formation of new vessels [1-5]. Effects of progenitor cells 
through production of a wide range of paracrine factors released from 
these cells.

In previous studies, we have shown the clinical efficiency of 
intramyocardial bone marrow progenitor cells injection in patients 
with CIHD [6,7].

The primary objective of the present study was to characterize the 
spectrum of cytokine and growth factor production by granulocyte 
colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) mobilized bone marrow cells on 
periphery in patients with CIHD.

Materials and Methods
Ethics statement

Institutional Review Board approval and informed consent for 
sample collection were obtained before collection of all samples. All 
the procedures specified below were approved by Ethical Committee 
of Institute of Clinical and Experimental Lymphology and Institute 
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Abstract

Objective: Bone marrow-derived circulating endothelial cells (EPCs) may migrate in ischemia 
zone, to stimulate resident progenitor cells to proliferation, differentiation and migration in a damage 
zone, and reduce an ischemia zone through formation of new vessels. Granulocyte colony stimulating 
factor (G-CSF) is well established to mobilize hematopoietic stem cells and might, thereby, also 
increase the pool of endogenously circulating EPCs. EPCs secrete pro-angiogenic factors. Therefore, 
we investigated the effects of G-CSF administration on mobilization and functional activities of blood-
derived EPC in patients with chronic ischemic heart disease (CIHD).

Methods and Results: Ten patients with CIHD receive 300 μg per day subcutaneous G-CSF 
injection for 5 days. The number of EPCs, colony-forming capacity, tube formation and cytokine 
release were analyzed before and after G-CSF therapy. At day 5 of G-CSF treatment, the number of 
circulating CD34+CD45- and CD34+CD133+ and CD34+KDR+ cells significantly increased in patients 
with CIHD. Also, G-CSF therapy augmented the colony-forming capacity and tube formation by EPCs. 
Likewise, G-CSF treatment augmented cytokine production by circulating EPCs. Early EPCs and late 
EPCs produced a wide range of cytokines, which dependent the culture condition (gelatin-loaded or 
fibronectin-loaded surface of culture flask) and the days of cultivation (on day 8 or on day 16).

Conclusion: G-CSF treatment effectively mobilizes EPCs, which through paracrine factors 
production may influence at the resident progenitor cells in ischemic zone of heart to stimulate the 
repair of myocardium through neoangiogenesis. 
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isolated from venous blood via Ficoll density gradient centrifugation 
and 106 cells/cm2 were plated on T75 flasks in Dulbecco modified 
Eagle medium (DMEM, Gibco) with 3mM glutamine, 80 μg/mL 
gentamycin, Hepes buffer and 10% of fetal calf serum (FCS). After 
3 days of culture, non-adherent cells were removed by washing with 
phosphate buffered solution (PBS) and adherent cells underwent for 
cultivation on 0.2% gelatin-coated or 0.01% fibronectin-coated flasks 
during next 16 days. Cultures were maintained by media exchange 
every 3-4 day. The appearance of well-circumscribed colonies with 
a cobble-stone morphology was monitored daily. Identification of 
early and late EPCs was characterized by the morphology and time 
of culture (early EPCs appearance on day 8 and late EPCs appearance 
on day 16).

Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) were isolated 
from freshly harvested umbilical cords. Briefly, the vein was flushed 
with sterile PBS and then incubated with 0.1% collagenase type I 
(Sigma-Aldrich) for 20 minutes at 37 °C. The digestion product and 
subsequent PBS wash were collected and centrifuged. The cell pellet 
was resuspended in M-199 (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% FCS 
plated onto T25 flasks, and allowed to attach overnight. PBS was 
used to wash away any red blood cells the following day. Media was 
changed every 2–3 days. EA.Hy926 cells, a human endothelial cell 
line, were a kind gift from Dr. Cora-Jean S. Edgell (Department of 
Pathology, University of North Carolina, USA). Cells were cultured 
in high-glucose DMEM with 10% FCS. The cultures were maintained 
at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere (5% CO2 and 95% air), and the 
medium was renewed every 2-3 days until confluence.

Conditioned medium preparation
To produce human PB-MNC conditioned medium, cells were 

cultured for 48 hours in growth medium DMEM with 10% FCS. To 
produce human EPCs conditioned medium, cells were cultured for 
8 day and for 16 day in gelatin-coated or fibronectin-coated tissue 
flask in growth medium DMEM with 10% FCS. To produce HUVECs 
and EA.hy 926 conditioned medium, cells were cultured for 72 hours 
in growth medium DMEM with 10% FCS. The conditioned medium 
was collected and centrifuged to harvest a cell-free solution.

Colony assay
After 3 days of culture, adherent cells were washed with PBS 

and detached with EDTA; 5x104 isolated EPCs were seeded in 
methylcellulose plates (Methocult GF H4434) with 100 ng/mL 
human recombinant VEGF. Plates were studied under phase contrast 
microscopy, and colonies were counted after 14 days of incubation. 
Colonies that contained 50 and more cells were defined as endothelial 
cell colony forming unit (EC-CFU).

Tube formation assay
The formation of vascular-like structures by PB-MNC was 

assessed on growth factor reduced Matrigel (Becton Dickenson). PB-
MNC were seeded on Matrigel-coated 96-well plates at 2x104cells/well 
in 100 mL of DMEM medium containing 10% FCS and incubated 
at 37 °C in 5% CO2 for 18 hours. Capillary-like structure formation 
images were observed using an inverted contrast microscope (Zeiss).

ELISA
To determine cytokine production PB-MNCs (106 cells/mL) were 

cultured with 10 mg/mL of Con A (Sigma-Aldrich) or 5 mg/mL of 
LPS (Sigma-Aldrich) or 300 μg/mL of G-CSF (Grasalva) or 33 IU/
mL of Epo (Recormon) in 1 mL of growth DMEM medium with 10% 
FCS in 24-well, flat-bottomed plates at 37 °C in 5% CO2 in duplicate. 
Cell-free supernatants were harvested after 48 hours of culture 
and were stored at -70 °C until use. Also, supernatants from EPCs, 
HUVECs and EA.hy 926 cells were collected to establish cytokine 
production. ELISA kits (TNF-α, IL-10, IL-18, IL-8, Epo, G-CSF, 
VEGF; Vector-Best) were used to measure cytokine levels according 
to the manufacturer’s protocols.

Flow cytometric analysis
On day 0 and day 5 a volume of 100 μL peripheral blood was 

incubated for 15 minutes in dark with monoclonal antibodies against 
human CD34 (Becton Dickenson), followed by phycoerythrin (PE) 
conjugated secondary antibody, with the fluorescein isothiocyanate 
(FITC) labeled monoclonal antibodies against human CD45, with 
the PE conjugated monoclonal antibody against human CD133 
(marker of immature endothelial cells - early EPCs) and an antibody 
against the KDR (marker of mature endothelial cells - late EPCs). 
After incubation, cells were lysed, washed with PBS, and fixed in 2% 
paraformaldehyde before analysis.

Nitrite production
Nitrite was measured as an indicator of NO production in 

supernatants from PB-MNC, EPCs, HUVECs and EA.hy 926. A 100 
μL aliquot of the culture supernatant was input in a 96-well plate, and 
an equal amount of Griess reagent (1% sulfanilamide and 0.1% N-1-
(naphthyl) ethylenediamine dihydrochloride in 2.5% H3PO4) was 
added. The plate was then incubated for 5 min, and the absorbance 
was measured at 540 nm. The amount of NO was calculated using a 
sodium nitrite standard curve.

Statistical analysis
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to test for normal 

distribution of all variables. Continuous variables are presented 
as mean ± standard error, if not stated otherwise. All comparisons 
between groups were performed with the nonparametric Mann-
Whitney U test. Statistical significance was assumed if p was < 0.05. 
The correlation between quantity of circulating EPC and level of 
spontaneous production of cytokines was measured by Spearman’s 
rank order correlation coefficient (r). Statistical analysis was 
performed using Statistica (version 6.0).

Results
Characterization of EPCs

To evaluate the efficiency of G-CSF for mobilization of 
hematopoietic stem cells in patients with CIHD, 10 patients with 
CIHD and no-option for revascularization consecutive patients with 
chronic myocardial infarction and end-stage chronic heart failure 
and optimized pharmacological therapy received G-CSF doses 300 
μg for 5 subsequent days. To evaluate the mobilization EPCs, flow 
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cytometry analysis of the patient peripheral blood was performed for 
the EPC markers CD34, CD45, and the early marker CD133 and the 
late marker KDR (Figure 1H). After G-CSF treatment, the number 
of circulating CD34+ CD133+ cells (phenotype of early EPCs), the 
number of circulating CD34+ KDR+ cells (phenotype of late EPCs) 
and circulating CD34+ CD45- cells increased significantly by 2475% 
(0.004 ± 0.0001% vs. 0.099 ± 0.003%; p < 0.05), by 291% (0.048 ± 
0.003% vs. 0.14 ± 0.016%; p < 0.05) and 632% (0.098 ± 0.02% vs. 0.62 
± 0.155; p < 0.05), respectively. To determine the specific mobilization 
of EPCs by G-CSF, EPCs were cultivated from MNC isolated on 
day 5 of G-CSF administration. Adherent EPCs were characterized 
by EC-CFU in a methylcellulose assay. The mobilized MNC that 
initially seeded were round (Figure 1A). The colonies of early EPCs 
appeared with the round cells in the centers and typical spindle cells 
at the periphery after seven days (Figure 1B). At the 18 days, cells 
(late EPCs) showed characteristic homogeneity and cobblestone-like 
morphology (Figure 1C) similar to HUVEC (Figure 1D) and EA.hy 
926 (Figure 1E). Moreover, circulating EPCs seeded on Matrigel 
formed capillary-like structures (Figure 1F) as those for EA.hy 926 
(Figure 1G).

Cytokine profile
Cytokine profiling revealed that various cytokines were (i.e., 

TNF-α, IL-10, IL-18, IL-8, Epo, G-CSF, VEGF) secreted by PB-
MNC on day 0 and day 5 of therapy (Table 1). Among the cytokines 
measured, greatest increase in levels of TNF-α, IL-10, IL-18, IL-8, Epo, 
G-CSF, and VEGF were observed when PB-MNC on day 0 of therapy 
were co-cultured together in vitro with some stimuli (i.e., ConA, LPS, 
G-CSF and Epo). On day 5 of therapy PB-MNC when co-cultured in 
vitro with some stimuli (i.e., ConA, LPS, G-CSF and Epo) greatest 
increase in levels of TNF-α, IL-10, IL-18, and G-CSF were observed. 
When levels of cytokines and growth factors produced by PB-MNC 
on day 0 and day 5 of therapy were compared we observed decrease 
spontaneous levels production of TNF-α, increase spontaneous 
levels production of IL-18 and Epo by PB-MNC on day 5 of therapy 
compare to levels of spontaneous production on day 0 of therapy 
in patients with CIHD. This indicated that PB-MNC may produce 
predominantly high levels of important cytokines and growth factors 
such as TNF-α, IL-10, IL-18, IL-8, Epo, G-CSF, and VEGF. In 
endothelial cells, eNOS is a constitutively produced protein, required 
for NO production. To assess whether eNOS induced in PB-MNC 
by G-CSF represented functional enzyme, cells obtained on day 0 
and day 5 of therapy in patients with CIHD were monitored for NO 
release using nitrite levels as an index of NO production. G-CSF don’t 
activate of NO production by PB-MNC on day 5 of therapy (Table 1).

We observed positive correlation between quantities of 
CD34+CD133+ cells in patients with CIHD obtained on day 0 therapy 
by G-CSF and spontaneous level of IL-18, and VEGF production 
by mononuclear cells (r= 0.94; p= 0.00004). Also, was established 
positive correlation between of quantities of CD34+KDR+ cells in 
patients with CIHD on day 5 of G-CSF therapy and spontaneous 
level Epo production by mononuclear cells (r= 0.93; p= 0.00009). 
The negative correlation between quantities of CD34+KDR+ cells 
in patients with CIHD and spontaneous level of IL-8 production 
by mononuclear cells (r= -0.85; p= 0.002). Between quantities of 

Figure 1: Characterization of bone marrow-derived endothelial progenitor cells 
(EPCs).
(A) On the first day, EPCs plated on methylcellulose were round (x40). (B) 
Eight days after plating, the early EPC clones appeared with the round cells 
in the centers and the typical spindle cells at the peripheries (x40). (C) Two 
to three weeks after plating, late EPCs showed characteristic homogeneity 
and cobblestone-like morphology (x40). (D) HUVEC showed characteristic 
homogeneity and cobblestone-like morphology (x40). (E) EA.hy 926 showed 
characteristic homogeneity and cobblestone-like morphology (x40). (F) EPCs 
could form capillary network (x40). (G) EA.hy 926 formed capillary network 
(x40). (H) A representative dot plot of FACS analysis on circulating EPCs in 
peripheral blood of patients with CIHD confirmed that after G-CSF treatment 
increased quantity of mononuclear cells express markers consistent with 
endothelial linage.

CD34+KDR+ cells in patients with CIHD on day 5 therapy by G-CSF 
and spontaneous level of G-CSF production by mononuclear cells 
was obtained positive correlation (r= 0.85; p= 0.002). The quantities 
of circulating CD34+CD133+ cells on day 5 of therapy by G-CSF in 
patients with CIHD positively correlate with level of NO production 
by mononuclear cells (r= 0.93; p= 0.00006). These data suggested that 
the production of some cytokines may be, at least in part, due to the 
increased quantities of circulating EPC in patients with CIHD.

Cytokine secretion by early or late EPCs
EPCs present in peripheral blood can be at different stages of 

endothelial differentiation, consequently from PB-MNC can be 
derived early and late EPCs. Early EPCs occurs during the 2nd weeks 
of cultivation, and late EPCs appear between 2nd and 3rd weeks of 
cultivation in vitro. To evaluate the efficiency of gelatin or fibronectin 
to production by early or late EPCs cytokines and growth factors PB-
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MNC on day 5 of therapy from patients with CIHD were seeded on 
0.2% gelatin-coated and 0.1% fibronectin-coated flasks and cultivated 
through day 8 (early EPCs) and day 16 (late EPCs). Conditioned 
medium from early and late EPCs were used to measure the release 
of different cytokines and growth factors to determine to what extent 
time of cultivation of PB-MNC the paracrine activity of EPCs. Indeed, 
on day 8 of cultivation early EPCs on gelatin condition secrete a 
significant level of IL-8 compare to fibronectin condition (Table 2). 
In contrary, early EPCs on fibronectin condition secrete a significant 
level of IL-10, IL-18, Epo and VEGF compare to gelatin condition. 
Late EPCs on gelatin condition release a significant level of IL-18, Epo 
and VEGF compare to fibronectin condition. On the other side, late 
EPCs on fibronectin condition produced a significant level of IL-8 
compare to gelatin condition. No significant changes in NO under 
gelatin or fibronectin condition were observed in EPCs.

Cytokine secretion by EA.hy 926 and HUVEC
Cytokine profiling revealed that various cytokines were secreted 

by HUVEC and EA.hy 926. Among the cytokines measured, decreased 
levels of TNF-α, IL-8, Epo and NO produced by EA.hy 926 compare 
to HUVEC (Table 3). No significant changes in IL-10, IL-18, G-CSF 
and VEGF production were observed in EA.hy 926 and HUVEC.

Discussion
Ischemic heart disease remains a leading cause of mortality and 

morbidity [8]. There is a growing interest for cellular therapy, especially 
bone marrow-derived endothelial progenitor cells, in patients with 
CIHD, because EPCs not only marker of heart failure, but also 
contribute to heart repair [2,4-7]. One of the methods of obtained 

EPCs from bone marrow without aspiration is G-CSF administration 
which leads to mobilization of progenitor cells from bone marrow [9]. 
Previous study showed that EPCs secreted a number of cytokines that 
could stimulate proliferation, migration, and survival of endothelial 
cells [10-14]. Endothelial progenitor cells promote vasculogenesis 
and/or ameliorate the process of angiogenesis, thereby improving 
both regeneration and function of ischemic organs such as the 
infracted heart [15]. The present study describes the effects of G-CSF 
on the mobilization and functions including secretory capacity of 
circulating progenitor cells. The investigated patients with CIHD 
were treated with a state-of-the-art pharmacotherapy including 
β-blockers, ACE-inhibitors and diuretics. First of all, we will be sure 
that G-CSF effectively mobilized progenitor cells in circulation. For 
this reason, we investigated phenotype of EPCs on day 0 and day 5 
during G-CSF treatments. According with finding from other groups, 
we obtained that G-CSF leads to a mobilization of CD34, CD133 or 
KDR progenitor cells from the bone marrow in CIHD patients [9]. We 
demonstrated that the endothelial progenitor cells colony-forming 
capacity and tube formation increased after G-CSF administration, 
indicating a potential use this EPCs in cell-based therapy for cardiac 
repair. Bone marrow-derived EPCs contribute to regeneration of 
infracted myocardium by enhancement of neovascularization and 
putative paracrine effects such as secretion of pro-angiogenic factors 
[7-8,10,14-16]. Our next goal was to investigate whether G-CSF 
leads to an alteration of the cytokine secretion of EPCs. According 
with finding from other groups, we obtained that G-CSF leads to 
decrease of TNF-α, and increase IL-18 and Epo production by PB-
MNC in patients with CIHD. It’s known that TNF-α can altered 
endothelial cells functions [17-19]. Epo have protective effects not 

Table 1: Cytokine secretion by peripheral blood mononuclear cells from patients with CIHD during G-CSF mobilization.

Cytokine
day 0 of therapy day 5 of therapy
Spontaneous 
(1) Con A (2) LPS (3) G-CSF (4) Epo (5) Spontaneous 

(6) Con A (7) LPS (8) G-CSF (9) Epo (10)

TNF-α 138.6±11.6
p1-6=0.0027 822.8±215.8 770.6±150.2

p1-3=0.028

77.2±12.0
p2-4=0.009
p3-4=0.009
p4-9=0.007

99.2±2.4
p2-5=0.009
p3-5=0.009
p5-10=0.003

33.0±8.0 520.8±145.3
p6-7=0.0004

568.5±291.8
p6-8=0.0007

531.5±95.6
p6-9=0.0004

1026.2±104.8
p6-10=0.0004
p7-10=0.031
p8-10=0.015
p9-10=0.012

IL-10 53.0±6.6 546.8±82.6
p1-2=0.009

571.8±47.5
p1-3=0.009

539.6±41.2
p1-4=0.009
p4-9=0.003

297.2±23.1
p1-5=0.009
p3-5=0.016
p4-5=0.016

50.1±12.1 879.8±295.2
p6-7=0.031

1090.8±328.79
p6-8=0.031

1410.9±133.7
p6-9=0.0004
p7-9=0.0012

1024.1±100.8
p6-10=0.0004
p7-10=0.019
p5-10=0.003

IL-18 48.5±7.7
p1-6=0.014

55.7±2.0
p2-7=0.02

34.1±3.1
p2-3=0.009
p3-8=0.003

185.5±4.1
p1-4=0.009
p3-4=0.009

375.0±27.9
p1-5=0.009
p3-5=0.009
p4-5=0.009

109.1±14.0 288.5±74.4
p6-7=0.009

175.9±31.6
p7-8=0.009

204.9±36.0
p6-9=0.024

215.0±43.6
p6-10=0.038
p5-10=0.02

IL-8 930.9±97.5 2887.0±565.3
p1-2=0.016

2688.0±566.3
p1-3=0.047

3193.0±58.5
p1-4=0.009

3834.0±174.6
p1-5=0.009 2498.0±577.0 2762.9±742.2 2561.1±686.4 2521.3±503.2 2238.4±437.0

Epo 38.4±11.8
p1-6=0.014

231.5±16.3
p1-2=0.009

284.3±43.4
p1-3=0.009

141.6±37.9
p1-4=0.009 1831.4±270.0 213.5±69.1 243.8±47.8 199.8±29.1 162.8±35.3 1750.8±129.7

G-CSF 11.6±0.7 147.6±6.3
p1-2=0.009

15.9±0.4
p1-3=0.022
p2-3=0.009

9.1±0.5

8.4±0.4
p1-5=0.037
p2-5=0.009
p3-5=0.009

17.9±3.1
1098.0±182.4
p6-7=0.0004
p2-7=0.003

2060.6±491.6
p6-8=0.0004
p3-8=0.003

2306.3±498.4
2273.2±532.3
p6-10=0.0004
p5-10=0.003

VEGF 316.9±9.5 288.8±5.7
449.4±3.8
p1-3=0.009
p2-3=0.047

176.0±4.6
p1-4=0.009
p2-4=0.009

256.8±7.5
p1-5=0.016
p2-5=0.009
p4-5=0.009

504.4±130.0 867.7±384.3 16434.0±863.4 791.7±327.9
p4-9=0.005

607.3±181.1
p5-10=0.038

NO 5.9±0.9 4.5±0.5 4.7±0.6 4.7±0.2 3.4±0.3 4.1±0.3 3.0±0.3 3.6±0.3 3.4±0.3
p4-9=0.038 2.5±0.2
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only for hematopoietic cells, but also to endothelial cells [16,20,21]. 
Moreover, Epo can also stimulate proliferation and angiogenesis 
of endothelial cells that express Epo receptors [12,21]. It’s known 
that to obtaining early EPCs or late EPCs used fibronectin-coating 
or collagen-coating [22]. Was showed that during cultivation EPCs 
with fibronectin up-regulated gene with pro-angiogenic properties 
(galectin-3) [23]. Therefore, we tested the influence of gelatin or 
fibronectin condition to cytokine production by EPCs on day 8 and 
day 16 of cultivation in vitro, which are believed to play an important 
role for in vivo migration of EPCs to ischemic tissue [3,5,8-11]. We 
obtained that condition of EPCs cultivation play a significant role 
on cytokine secretion. So, growing on day 8 EPCs under gelatin 
condition leads to decrease of IL-10, and IL-18, and Epo, and VEGF 
production compare to those levels produced by EPCs in fibronectin 
condition. Whereas, growing on day 16 EPCs under gelatin condition 
produced a high level of IL-18, and Epo, and VEGF, but reduced the 
production of IL-8 compare to those cytokine levels secreted by EPC 
under fibronectin condition. According with finding from other 
groups, we showed that EPCs secrete a number of cytokines that 
could stimulate proliferation, migration, and survival of endothelial 
cells [8,10,14-15]. These results were similar to previous reports 
[8,10,15]. EPCs secreted a significantly higher level of angiogenic 

cytokines (IL-8 and VEGF) than did the HUVEC and EA.hy 926. 
Was estimated that early EPC produced VEGF, G-CSF and IL-8 in 
significant higher levels than late EPCs. These cytokines can activate 
adjacent endothelial cells and enhance angiogenesis. In most studies 
investigated only differences in the levels of cytokine production by 
early EPCs or late EPCs, but the changes in the levels and the range 
of cytokines production in the dynamics of maturation of EPCs, 
and how does the condition of cultivation influences at the range 
of cytokines production by EPCs wasn’t studied yet. In our study 
showed that the levels and the range of cytokines production by EPCs 
depends on the condition of cultivation and time of conditioning in 
vitro. We believe that this is due to the fact that during mobilization 
G-CSF of EPCs in the circulation from bone marrow migrated EPCs 
which are at different stages of maturation and differentiation, and 
the fact that early EPCs more adherent to fibronectin, while late EPCs 
stronger adherent to gelatin. On the other hand, with increasing time 
of cultivation the quantity of late EPCs increased and the quantity 
of early EPCs reduced, which naturally promotes changes of a range 
cytokine production. At the present, there is no best approach to 
identify EPCs. The lack of unique surface markers and heterogeneity 
of EPCs make it difficult to define EPCs. So, the functional assays as 
cytokine production and ability to differentiate into endothelial cells 
should be included for identification of EPCs.

In conclusion, we characterized cytokine production by 
circulating EPCs in patients with CIHD before and after G-CSF 
mobilization. The EPCs produced different baseline amounts of 
cytokine and increased it levels to response to any stimuli (Con A, LPS, 
Epo, and G-CSF). We obtained differences in cytokine production by 
early or late EPCs which dependence from culture conditions. We 
assume that cytokine produced by PB-MNC, also EPCs; by paracrine 
effects can posse’s survival of injected intramyocardial progenitor cell 
in patients with CIHD.
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